Shoalhaven Photographic Club Inc.
Blah Blah Newsletter
Your 2020-2021
Committee

Assessment Night:
“Something to do with a
mobile phone”

President:

I am writing this from sunny wet, windy and foggy Katoomba
where I am taking part in Denis’ Blue Mountains Photo Trek
along with several other keen SPC members. From the moment
we arrived the weather has been a challenge but we did manage
to get some good shots in. Notable were the elds of pink
annel owers, appearing for a single ourish one year after a
re. Good timing! Of course, all this wet weather has prompted
a proliferation of fungi, which Lois and Krista are super excited
about. We also managed to see waterfalls blowing skywards
rather than tumbling to earth thanks to ferocious winds around
Blackheath. The group also visited the excellent Everglades
Gardens and house to admire, and photograph, the amazing
works of Master Gardner Paul Sorensen.
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But enough of the photo trek. The last assessment night was
held at UoW campus on the subject of “Something to do with a
mobile phone”. It was very gratifying to see one of the best
attendances for some time, including a couple of guests. Judge
for the evening was Bronwyn Kidson from the Milton-Ulladulla
club. Bronwyn has not only judged for us before but also joined
us on previous photo treks. It was quite amazing to see the
quality of prints which can be had from today’s most widelyused and readily accessible camera - the mobile phone
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With rare exceptions, images taken by mobile phones were not readily obvious and Bronwyn had to
ask the author of each image to con rm the picture was indeed captured with a mobile phone
Bronwyn has a good eye for photographic quality and her emphasis of an image’s story-telling over
technical aws is spot on. There were of course some brilliant open subject images and it was a
pleasure to see Bob Clarkson return with another sample of his excellent automotive images. When it
came to deciding photo of the month, the nod went once again to Peter Noakes for this butter y
image

Photo of the Mont
Butter y by Peter Noake
Peter (very modestly) had this to say: “This photograph was a lucky grab , as I was walking out the front
door with camera in hand going for a walk/shoot. It was in the bottlebrush at the front door ying from
ower to ower, not being overly cooperative by sitting very still , but fortunately I managed to get this
shot before it ew to another ower.The image had very little cropping applied to straighten it a little
Metadata: Nikon D500, Tamron 150-600 G2 at 1/2500 sec, f stop 6.3 and 500mm focal length. ISO
400, +1.3 exposure compensation. Processed in Lightroom and Topaz DeNoise
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The combination of long focal length and modest aperture gives a lovely blurred rendering of the
background and the fast shutter speed has eliminated any camera blur/shake you might expect from a
big heavy lens. Despite this there is a remarkable amount of light in this image. Well done Peter. Lucky
grab maybe but well handled from there
People’s Choice was awarded to Dave McQuart for this (environmental) portrait of a re ghter. This
was taken with a mobile phone in the heat of battle so as to speak. Unfortunately, the amount of
magni cation in this downsized image reveals some pixellation not visible in the excellent original
print submitted by Dav

People’s Choice for Marc
Fire ghter by Dave MacQuart

March Workshop: K’need to know? Just ask!
(at UoW Campus)
Matt and Bruce, along with other interested/experienced members will try to answer your
photographic dilemmas. If you have a question relating to your equipment, technique, processing or
whatever, just ask. Bring along your camera, laptop or other equipment. Maybe you have an image you
would like help with. Either upload it to your SPC Dropbox folder or bring it along on a thumb drive
and we can post-process it collaboratively
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April 14th Assessment: Fences and Gates
There is no doubt we love fences in Australia. There are millions of them and every one of them has
a gate. Plain, ornate, new, old, shiny, rusty, decrepit. Show us a fence or a gate, not necessarily both,
in the one image
This will be a print assessment night, which sadly I will not be able to attend. Good luck everybody.
I’m sure there will be some wonderful, expressive images

Lighting Guide:
As promised after the lighting workshop, Denis forwarded this “cheat sheet” to help you get the
best lighting for your portrait subjects. Scroll to the next page to see it. A full sized version is
available from the link below the image

https://www-digitalcameraworld-com.cdn.ampproject.org/v/s/
www.digitalcameraworld.com/amp/tutorials/cheat-sheet-pro-portrait-lighting-setups?
amp_js_v=0.1&usqp=mq331AQHKAFQArABIA%3D%3

Thanks Denis
Finally, as you may or may not know, Our President Dan was not able to attend the last assessment
night and may not attend meetings in the short term after undergoing surgery. Dan assures me he is
recovering well but will continue to obey doctor’s (and perhaps more importantly, Kim’s) orders to
rest and recover. We wish Dan all the best and look forward to his return
By the way, there is a brief respite in the rain. No cancel that, it’s started again. Anyway, we’re o to
Judi Anderson’s cosy cabin for a spot of mulled wine to warm the chilly evening
Cheers, until next time…
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